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Introduction
We study a queueing system where jobs arrive at a first-come-first-served (FCFS) service station with associated deadlines or time constraints on their total sojourn time. (In Remarks 3.2-3.4 in Section 3, we show how our analysis also applies to other nonidling service disciplines.) Each job experiences one of three possible outcomes: found in [10] , [1] and [8] . More recently, Baccelli et al. [7] provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a limiting distribution for the actual workload process (termed the offered waiting time process in their paper) in a GI/GI/i queue with i.i.d. deadline times. Their results generalize sufficient conditions of Stanford [ 17] , and both of these papers provide other results that extend classical GI/GI/1 formulae to this setting. Finally, Lillo and Martin [ 12] provide a finer stability differentiation by specifying conditions under which the system is either positive recurrent (the expected length of a busy cycle is finite), null recurrent (the probability a busy cycle is finite is 1 but its expected length is infinite), or transient (the probability a busy cycle is finite is less than 1). Our aim in this paper is to establish stability results under more general assumptions on the queue's input process and to extend these results to networks of queues with deadlines.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a precise model description. Section 3 presents our key stability result for the single node case. Section 4 extends the results for a single queue to acyclic networks of queues with deadlines. Finally, we make some closing comments in Section 5.
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Model description
We assume that jobs arrive at the system at random times and each job carries an associated service time requirement and a deadline. Let Z = {..., -2, -1, 0, 1, 2,... } be the set of integers. For any n E Z, let tn be the arrival time of the nth job, an its associated service requirement, and dn its associated, possibly infinite, deadline (meaning that processing must be completed by time tn + dn). The random input sequence Z = {(tn, an, dn), n E Z} forms a marked point process defined on some probability space (f0, F, P). (For references on marked point processes, see [5] , [9] , [14] and [16] .) The sequence of points {tn : n E Z} is strictly increasing so that ? --<t-2 <t-l <t0-0 < tl <tt2 <---and limn-,, tn = -oo, limnoo tn = co. We assume throughout that Z is time stationary. That is, we assume OtZ I_ Z for any t E R, where OtZ = {(tn -t, an, dn), n E Z} is a time translation of Z by t and = denotes equality in distribution. We further assume that -00 < tn < oo, that 0 < an < dn < 00 for all n, that lim supn-dn 1{dn<oo) < 00 (where 1f.) is the indicator function) and that only a finite number of jobs can arrive in a finite time interval.
Suppose that, at time 0, the initial actual workload is b and we begin queueing jobs according to the FIFO service discipline in front of a nonidling server that works at rate 1. Define Wb(t, I) = Wb(t) to be the workload at time t when the initial actual workload at time 0 is b on a sample path of the input I e Z. (We let I be implicit.) The actual workload process evolves as follows. At time tl, the first job arrives to the system. If the job's deadline, dl, exceeds what would be the total sojourn time of the job (dl > Wb(tl) + al = [b -tl ]+ l), then the server will fully process this job. Its entire service requirement is actual work. Otherwise, if the job would reach the server before its deadline but its service would not finish until after its deadline (Wb(tl) < dl < Wb(tl) + al), then the job will abandon the system during service. Only the portion of the job that will be processed, dl -Wb(tl), is actual work, the remaining portion of the job is ghost work. In the final case, where the job would not reach the server before its deadline (dl < Wb(tl)), the job's entire service requirement is ghost work. Applying this same reasoning to each arriving job, we get the following generalization to Lindley's evolution equations [11] for the actual workload process in a G/G/i queue with deadlines: where the limit can also be taken as t --oo. In the case that Z is ergodic, p is a deterministic quantity; in general, it is a random variable. As first established in [13] , and also found in [16] and [6] , the G/G/i queue is unstable if p > 1 with positive probability and strongly stable if p < 1 almost surely. If p < 1 almost surely, but p = 1 with positive probability, we can show that the workload process divided by t converges to 0 as time increases to infinity, but cannot guarantee convergence of the workload process itself to a unique limiting regime. For a queue in which the jobs have deadlines, p overestimates the traffic intensity of jobs facing the server and, therefore, does not accurately characterize the stability region of the system. To correct for this, we modify the definition of p to include only those jobs with infinite deadlines as follows:
Slim
EnEZ an 'l{d,=c00} l{tne[st)} , -t -limS where again the limit can also be taken as t --oo. For comparison purposes, we provide the stability conditions given in [7] for a queue with i.i.d. interarrival, service, and deadline times, where deadlines restrict job waiting times (so no job abandons the system while in service). In this setting, a necessary and sufficient condition for the weak convergence of the workload process as time approaches infinity is: p(l -F(oo)) < 1, where F is the (possibly degenerate) deadline distribution function and p is the expected service time divided by the expected interarrival time. See Section 3.4 in [7] . In particular, as long as the deadline distribution function is proper, the system is stable.
The definition of poo captures the intuition that jobs with finite deadlines should not, in some sense, affect the stability of the system. In Theorem 3.1 below, we show that the workload process either diverges to oc with positive probability or has at most sublinear growth depending on whether poo > 1 with positive probability or pc _< I almost surely. However, as indicated in Figure I In particular, if po, < 1 almost surely but Pd + poo > 1 with positive probability, then the server may never idle because it may not be able to process work more quickly than it enters the system. Notice that, if dn = oo for all n, then p, = p and Pd = 0 so that the stability region for the queue with deadlines given in Theorem 3.1 reduces to the known stability region for the queue without deadlines. We devote this section to establishing the stability of the G/G/1 queue with deadlines. The approach is based mainly on sample-path arguments and relies on the monotonicity of the actual workload process (Lemma 3.1) to establish the existence of a stationary regime. We first For fixed t, define X*(t) = lims__, X(s, t). By Lemma 3.1, X(s, t) increases as s decreases and so the limit exists for all t E R. In Theorem 3.1, we give sufficient conditions under which X* is the unique finite, stationary, limiting regime for the queue. We are now ready to state the main theorem of this section. l(d,n=oo) + dn 1{d,<oo,, o ) , n E Z).
Dividing by t and letting t -+ oc, we have lim supt_>o
The workload process for this modified system at time t > s when the system begins admitting jobs at time s with initial workload 0, X(s, t), is that of a strongly stable (conventional) G/G/1 queue (because po + Pd < 1). Because it follows from results in [13] 
that X*(t) = lims_o X, (s, t) is finite for all t and X(s, t) < X (s, t) for all s, t E R•, we must have X* (t) < 00 for all t. (Recall that X*(t) = lims-,-o X (s, t) and this limit exists by Lemma 3.1 .)
To show the stationarity of X* (t), recall that I has been implicit in all our equations and so 
X (s, t) = X (s, t, Z). Now, let s -+ -

Queueing networks with deadlines
A primary motivation for undertaking the above approach for the analysis of a single queue with deadlines is that the analysis easily extends to acyclic networks of G/G/1 queues with deadlines. In particular, we assume that a network consists of N queues, that jobs arrive at the network at random times, and that each job has a specified path it will follow through the network. For each of the queues that the job will enter, the job has an associated service requirement. We assume two possible deadline scenarios:
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Model B. Each job arrives at the first queue in the network with one global deadline that applies to its total sojourn time in the network. As soon as a job's sojourn time exceeds its deadline, the job exits the network.
In both cases, the input to the network can be modelled as a marked point process.
As before, let tn be the arrival time of the nth job to the network. Define 
Final remarks
For a queue with deadlines having stationary input, finite average arrival times, and finite average service times, we have established conditions that guarantee either instability or strong stability. We have further shown that, in contrast with the G/G/1 queue, the region between instability and strong stability in this system is not sharp. We have then extended our results for a single queue to acyclic networks of queues with deadlines. To establish our results, we have invoked sample path arguments that rely heavily on the monotonicity of the actual workload process. Future research directions include investigating the behaviour of systems with deadlines such as those described directly following Lemma 3.1 that do not have monotonic actual workload processes. Techniques for establishing the existence of a stationary distribution in such settings can be found in [2] and [3] .
